### ELEM Route 2/3/4 Stand-Alone and Retooling

#### 'Year at a Glance' Calendar 2023-2024

**Mar-24**: Essential Foundations of ESD-U Course (9:00am-4:00pm)  
**Apr-24**: ELEM Course (9:00am-4:00pm)  
**May-24**: Wednesday ELEM Course (6:00-9:00pm)  
**Jun-24**: ESD-U Seminar (9:00am-4:00pm) - required for Routes 2/3/4, optional for Retooling

Details for specific course dates will be provided to enrolled candidates before program begins. Ex: SPED 101 occurs on dates X, Y, Z.  
Refer to the ESD-U website "Resources" section for the course descriptions for each endorsement.